
Year 10 R.E.
KAT 2 – Advent 2

Religious Studies Route B - Eduqas

What exams will I do?

Come and talk to us teachers for a one to one chat!

Visit the Year 10 CLASS Google Classrooms.

This includes:

• All PowerPoints for last years lessons

Also, use the material you have been given in class for 
example the knowledge organisers.

Where can I get revision materials?

You will sit one exam.

Paper Topics Time

1
Unit 1:
Origins and meaning

50 mins

Need help?

How do I revise?

Drop us a message in the GC in your class group

What topics should I revise?

This is an opportunity to practice GCSE questions based on 
past exams and to improve on your previous KAT.

We are giving you this information early so you have plenty 
of time to plan your revision. 

The below revision topics are ones that that could come up 
in your KAT, but not all of them will, like in summer. 

Component 1: Unit 1 Origins and meaning

Use the revision clock method. 

Spend a short time reviewing a topic, test yourself 
(quiz/exam question) and check it against notes.

Make your brain work hard

Create a flow diagram, mindmap, self quiz, 
Cornell Notes or use flashcards from memory

Practice writing and planning exam questions
using your knowledge organisers and keyword 
books. Your teacher can mark/annotate for you

If you would like some other revision opportunities, we 
have access to the following which can be used. 

Origins 

of the 

universe

• To be able to explain what creation ex nihilo is.

• To be to explain and evaluate different Christian 

viewpoints about how the world was created.

• To be able to explain what Genesis teaches about 

creation.

• To have explored scientific theories for creation

Creation 

of Adam 

• What the Creation of 

Adam is and it’s 

important today.

• How Adam and God are 

depicted in the painting

Imago 

Dei

• To understand that the Sanctity of human life is (we 

are special).

• To know what St. Catherine of Sienna says about us 

being made by God

• To have explored what Non-religious views on 

Sanctity of life (do they think life is important?)

Tree of 

life

• Understand the 

following key parts: 

Alpha and Omega, The 

lambs and the dove, 

The cross

Abortion • To understand what the process of abortion involves 

and what the law in the UK says.

• To know why Catholics disagree and other liberal 

Christians might sometimes agree with abortion.

• Jewish views on abortion

• To understand Speciesism (the idea that humans are 

not more important than animals, we are all equal)

• To understand the humanist point of view on 

abortion.

Catholic 

Social 

Teaching

• St. Vincent De Paul

• CAFOD

• What each of them do 

and why they are 

important

• How Catholics should 

help the poor and 

needy and why

The 

Bible

• To know the difference between the Old and New Testaments


